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Sources:
● Lloret et al. “Text Summarization: an Overview” 2008.
● Erkan et al. “LexRank ...” 2004.
● Document summarization slides.
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Single-document summary
(152,621 words→812 words)

Nine years after the start of the Trojan War, the Greek (“Achaean”) army sacks Chryse, a town allied with Troy. 
During the battle, the Achaeans capture a pair of beautiful maidens, Chryseis and Briseis. Agamemnon, the leader of the Achaean forces, takes Chryseis as his 
prize, and Achilles, the Achaeans’ greatest warrior, claims Briseis. Chryseis’s father, Chryses, who serves as a priest of the god Apollo, offers an enormous ransom 
in return for his daughter, but Agamemnon refuses to give Chryseis back. Chryses then prays to Apollo, who sends a plague upon the Achaean camp.

After many Achaeans die, Agamemnon consults the prophet Calchas to determine the cause of the plague. When he learns that Chryseis is the cause, he reluctantly 
gives her up but then demands Briseis from Achilles as compensation. Furious at this insult, Achilles returns to his tent in the army camp and refuses to fight in the 
war any longer. He vengefully yearns to see the Achaeans destroyed and asks his mother, the sea-nymph Thetis, to enlist the services of Zeus, king of the gods, 
toward this end. The Trojan and Achaean sides have declared a cease-fire with each other, but now the Trojans breach the treaty and Zeus comes to their aid.

With Zeus supporting the Trojans and Achilles refusing to fight, the Achaeans suffer great losses. Several days of fierce conflict ensue, including duels between Paris 
and Menelaus and between Hector and Ajax. The Achaeans make no progress; even the heroism of the great Achaean warrior Diomedes proves fruitless. The 
Trojans push the Achaeans back, forcing them to take refuge behind the ramparts that protect their ships. The Achaeans begin to nurture some hope for the future 
when a nighttime reconnaissance mission by Diomedes and Odysseus yields information about the Trojans’ plans, but the next day brings disaster. Several Achaean 
commanders become wounded, and the Trojans break through the Achaean ramparts. They advance all the way up to the boundary of the Achaean camp and set 
fire to one of the ships. Defeat seems imminent, because without the ships, the army will be stranded at Troy and almost certainly destroyed.

Concerned for his comrades but still too proud to help them himself, Achilles agrees to a plan proposed by Nestor that will allow his beloved friend Patroclus to take 
his place in battle, wearing his armor. Patroclus is a fine warrior, and his presence on the battlefield helps the Achaeans push the Trojans away from the ships and 
back to the city walls. But the counterattack soon falters. Apollo knocks Patroclus’s armor to the ground, and Hector slays him. Fighting then breaks out as both sides 
try to lay claim to the body and armor. Hector ends up with the armor, but the Achaeans, thanks to a courageous effort by Menelaus and others, manage to bring the 
body back to their camp. When Achilles discovers that Hector has killed Patroclus, he fills with such grief and rage that he agrees to reconcile with Agamemnon and 
rejoin the battle. Thetis goes to Mount Olympus and persuades the god Hephaestus to forge Achilles a new suit of armor, which she presents to him the next 
morning. Achilles then rides out to battle at the head of the Achaean army.

Meanwhile, Hector, not expecting Achilles to rejoin the battle, has ordered his men to camp outside the walls of Troy. But when the Trojan army glimpses Achilles, it 
flees in terror back behind the city walls. Achilles cuts down every Trojan he sees. Strengthened by his rage, he even fights the god of the river Xanthus, who is 
angered that Achilles has caused so many corpses to fall into his streams. Finally, Achilles confronts Hector outside the walls of Troy. Ashamed at the poor advice 
that he gave his comrades, Hector refuses to flee inside the city with them. Achilles chases him around the city’s periphery three times, but the goddess Athena 
finally tricks Hector into turning around and fighting Achilles. In a dramatic duel, Achilles kills Hector. He then lashes the body to the back of his chariot and drags it 
across the battlefield to the Achaean camp. Upon Achilles’ arrival, the triumphant Achaeans celebrate Patroclus’s funeral with a long series of athletic games in his 
honor. Each day for the next nine days, Achilles drags Hector’s body in circles around Patroclus’s funeral bier.

At last, the gods agree that Hector deserves a proper burial. Zeus sends the god Hermes to escort King Priam, Hector’s father and the ruler of Troy, into the Achaean 
camp. Priam tearfully pleads with Achilles to take pity on a father bereft of his son and return Hector’s body. He invokes the memory of Achilles’ own father, Peleus. 
Deeply moved, Achilles finally relents and returns Hector’s corpse to the Trojans. Both sides agree to a temporary truce, and Hector receives a hero’s funeral.
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Multi-document summary

http://newsblaster.cs.columbia.edu/summaries/2015-10-15-14-37-57-001.html 

http://newsblaster.cs.columbia.edu/summaries/2015-10-15-14-37-57-001.html
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Multi-document summary

● Cluster-level labels in cluster search

http://search.carrot2.org/ 

http://search.carrot2.org/
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Multi-document summary

http://kavita-ganesan.com/opinosis 

http://kavita-ganesan.com/opinosis
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What is a summary?
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What is text summarization?

● Distilling the most important information in a 
text to produce an abridged version

● It can be a phrase, sentence, paragraph, etc.
– It should be shorter than the original text
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Types

● Multi-document vs Single-document
● Extractive vs Abstractive
● Generic vs Query-driven
● Informative vs Indicative
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Elements

● Words
● Position in text

– Title or lead paragraph

– Beginning, middle or end

● Cue words (“in conclusion, ...”)
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Connections between elements

● Proximity
● Co-occurrence
● Theasaural relationships

Hyponym and Hypernym

● Anaphora
– “The city was gray; it was also lively”
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Key idea: centrality

● Radev et al. 2004
– Pick document closer to TF.IDF centroid

● Erkan et al. 2004 (“LexRank”)
– Graph-based approach
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Graph of all pair-wise cosine 
similarities
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Thresholded graph
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Which one is more central?

Case A:

(A1) Syria: US, Russia get more involved in conflict

(A2) Syria civil war morphs into proxy war between US, Russia

(A3) US made weapons are turning Syria conflict into proxy war with 
Russia

Case B:

(B1) US drops ammunition to anti-IS rebels as Syria strategy changes

(B2) US air drops ammunition to Syria rebels

(B3) US air drops ammunition to Syria rebels after strategy shift  

http://chato.cl/2015/data_analysis/exercise-answers/summarizing_exercise_01_answer.txt 

http://chato.cl/2015/data_analysis/exercise-answers/summarizing_exercise_01_answer.txt
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User-centric evaluation

● Based on presenting the summaries to people
● Different tasks:

– How understandable is the summary? 1..5

– Do this summary represent these documents? 1..5

– Given a document and a set of multi-document 
summaries, determine in which set this document 
should be

– Etc.
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Learning from humans

http://i.cs.hku.hk/~fcmlau/papers/iui09.pdf 

http://i.cs.hku.hk/~fcmlau/papers/iui09.pdf
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Automatic evaluation of text 
summarization

● Usually done with respect to a reference 
summary

● Problem: different people summarize things 
differently
– A Russian missile downed flight MH17

– Flight MH17 crashed because of a Russian missile

– MH17 crash was caused by a Russian missile

● All of these summaries are correct!
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Bigram-based evaluation

● Reference 
– A Russian missile downed flight MH17

– Flight MH17 crashed because of a Russian missile

– MH17 crash was caused by a Russian missile

● Sentence
– Russian missile hit flight MH17 before crash 
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Bigram-based evaluation
● Reference 

– A Russian missile downed flight MH17

– Flight MH17 crashed because of a Russian missile

– MH17 crash was caused by a Russian missile

● Sentence
– Russian missile hit flight MH17 before crash 

Exercise: compute ROUGE-2(S)

http://chato.cl/2015/data_analysis/exercise-answers/summarizing_exercise_02_answer.txt 

http://chato.cl/2015/data_analysis/exercise-answers/summarizing_exercise_02_answer.txt
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Indicative summaries
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Indicative summaries

By Pyrsmis (Own work, generated at TagCrowd.com) [CC BY-SA 3.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0) or GFDL 
(http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html)], via Wikimedia Commons

Tag cloud based on 
absolute frequency.
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Indicative summaries

By Pyrsmis (Own work, generated at TagCrowd.com) [CC BY-SA 3.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0) or GFDL 
(http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html)], via Wikimedia Commons

Many words in 
common.
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Indicative summaries

By Pyrsmis (Own work, generated at TagCrowd.com) [CC BY-SA 3.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0) or GFDL 
(http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html)], via Wikimedia Commons

Sometimes we care 
about relative 
frequencies more 
than absolute ones.

A simple method:

1. Determine 
p(word,collection) for 
each word

2. Highlight words 
having
p(word,doc) >> 
p(word,collection)
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Colors indicate authorship
Red = Israeli; Blue = Palestinian

Lin 2009 “Identifying ideological perspectives in text and video”
http://gradworks.umi.com/34/80/3480165.html 

http://gradworks.umi.com/34/80/3480165.html
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Update summarization
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Update summarization
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Update summarization

● Answer to the question of “what's new?”
● Input

– Stream of documents

● Output
– A sub-stream of documents

● Useful for mining news or social media streams
● What is a good update?
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What's a good update?

● Novel
– Different from previous updates

● Timely
● Brief
● Important

– Prevalent sentence
● Appears in many documents

– Central sentence
● Similar to many other sentences
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What's an important update?

– Domain-specific approaches based on manually 
labeled data

● E.g. contains keywords such as “dead”, “injured”,etc. in 
the domain of disasters

Can you imagine one way in which these words 
can be learnt from document vectors?
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A different approach: prevalence

Richard McCreadie, Craig Macdonald, and Iadh Ounis. 2014. Incremental Update Summarization: Adaptive Sentence Selection based 
on Prevalence and Novelty. In Proceedings of the 23rd ACM International Conference on Conference on Information and Knowledge 
Management (CIKM '14). ACM, New York, NY, USA, 301-310. DOI=http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2661829.2661951 
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Evaluation

● How would you evaluate an update 
summarization system?
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Evaluation

● Timeliness, coverage, succinctness
● Timestamped “nuggets” of information

– Output updates are of the form <time, text>

– The text of updates is compared to reference

– A discount is applied for being late

http://trec.nist.gov/pubs/trec22/papers/TS.OVERVIEW.pdf 

http://trec.nist.gov/pubs/trec22/papers/TS.OVERVIEW.pdf
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